Seizures among active component service members, U.S. Armed Forces,2007-2016.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a known risk factor for seizures. Evidence also shows that post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is associated with seizures, but the relationship in the absence of TBI remains unclear. This retrospective study spanning 2007-2016 separately quantifies the rates of seizures diagnosed among deployed and non-deployed active component military service members to understand the factors associated with seizures and whether they differ in deployed settings. Higher rates of seizures were associated with service members who were in the Army or Marine Corps; female; black; younger; lower enlisted; in a combat-specific, armor/motor transport, or healthcare occupation; and who had no more than one previous deployment. These associations were similar among both deployed and non-deployed service members. Either a TBI or recent PTSD diagnosis was associated with a 3- to 4-fold increased seizure rate. For service members who had received both diagnoses, seizure rates among the deployed and the non-deployed were two and three times the rates among those with only one of those diagnoses, respectively. If the current results are supported by future investigations, there may be implications for both clinical care and military policy.